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DSV sees one advantage of downturn: It will be
cheaper to buy competitors
Acquisitions are decisive for growth at logistics group DSV, and with
prospects of declining freight volumes, the prices of acquisitions will fall.
DSV will use this to its advantage, according to CEO Jens Bjørn Andersen.
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The global economy is in the midst of troubling times, but the slump could prove
advantageous for Danish logistics group DSV on one metric:

The price tags on competitors will decline alongside the freight market, making it
cheaper to do acquisitions.

Snapping up rivaling companies has been decisive for DSV’s growth in recent years.

Amidst the current downturn, CEO Jens Bjørn Andersen �nds consolation in the fact
that steep prices in logistics companies will dwindle from their former peaks that
were reached during the freight market boon of the pandemic.

”It is our explicit expectation that prices will mirror the expectations in market
developments,” says the CEO, who presented DSV’s 2022 results on Thursday.

Even though both revenue and pro�t went markedly upwards last year and DSV
ensured earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) at USD 3.7bn, 2023 earnings are
already estimated to diminish signi�cantly.

The same is true for price expectations among sales-prepared logistics companies.

”One could say that the gap between sellers’ expectations and buyers’ willingness
has gotten smaller,” comments Andersen.

Carriers ran up prices

During the pandemic, freight rates went skywards.

The price of logistics companies followed suit, aided by the great acquisition
eagerness of container carriers such as Maersk and CMA CGM, which have decided to
enter land-based logistics.

Now, the freight market is sliding back down as expected due to in�ation, high
interest rates and expensive energy due to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

We are offered companies every single week, and
the vast majority are not exciting at all
Jens Bjørn Andersen, CEO, DSV
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Andersen is pleased with DSV’s composure in relation to doing acquisitions during
the price peak on logistics companies.

”Everything went as expected, more or less, and thus we are happy that we didn’t feel
pressured to buy anything at prices where numbers wouldn’t add up,” Andersen says.

However, he stresses the fact that uncertainty still rules.

”It is important to add that visibility is still reduced. Our expectations to the market
are less con�dent than previously,” the CEO adds.

Efficient integrator

DSV, the world’s fourth-largest logistics company, is known as a sector leader when it
comes to integrating and streamlining companies, quickly shaping these into income
generators to the same degree as other parts of the group.

Andersen ensures that acquisitions still play a key role in DSV’s growth strategy
without naming any speci�c companies that might be of interest to DSV.

”DSV’s growth has been created organically, but to a very large extent also through
major acquisitions. We will continue down that road in 2023 as well,” he says.

As late as October 2022, Andersen stated that DSV is constantly looking for
acquisition opportunities and that the company’s appetite for such has put the
Danish forwarder high up on the list among sellers.

”We have a lot of plans with named companies that we would like to buy,” said the
CEO at the time.

This has not changed in the meantime, but speci�c acquisitions are decided on the
potential for income.

”It’s the combined value creation which is important to us,” he says and adds:

It's the combined value creation which is important
to us
Jens Bjørn Andersen, CEO, DSV
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”We are offered companies every single week, and the vast majority are not exciting
at all.”

No big round of dismissals

DSV does not expect a recovery on freight markets until the second half of 2023.

Until then, DSV and overall market earnings will be under pressure. Contrary to what
several of DSV’s competitors have done, Andersen does not set the stage for larger
cost-reducing measures such as dismissals.

”It’s very undramatic at DSV. We have not announced any large rounds of dismissals,
and I don’t expect we’ll have to,” he says.

To the extent that DSV will need to reduce staff levels, this will only happen through
natural departures, states Andersen.
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